The revised and updated MS Series studio reference monitor stands from Ultimate Support offer unparalleled innovation and strength for professional, project, and home studios alike.

### Decoupling
The absorptive foam layer and spiked, rubber covered feet work together to decouple desktop speakers from your work surface.

### Adjustable
Easily adjust the angle and the axis of your speakers.

### Adjustment knob
The new knob has larger grooves for easy adjustment of your speakers angle.

### Optional Column Monitor Stand Sold Separately

### New Design
Rubber feet are now removable for attaching to the top plate of a MS-90/36 and MS-90/45 column monitor stand.

### Fully Expandable System
MS-80B can now be combined with the MS-90/36 and MS-90/45 stands (sold separately), allowing you to expand to a fully featured monitor stand as your needs grow.

### MS-80B Specs
- Product Name: MS-80B
- Part Number: 17379
- Capacity: 75 lbs.
- Top Plate: 12" x 10.25"
- Weight: 3.1 lbs.